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Kluge PFD

Programmable Foil Draw Attachment for Kluge Presses
English (customers who require Kluge PFD information in a language other than English are
responsible to accurately translate the information provided for their use).

Operator Training:

Only employees who have been properly trained should operate the Kluge PFD. During training,
special emphasis must be giving to all safety related issues. No person should ever operate the
Kluge PFD who has not been properly trained, and has read, and understands all of the operational
and safety related information provided. It is the sole responsibility of the purchaser of the
equipment to assure that employees who are to operate the Kluge PFD have received proper and
complete training.

Safety Labeling:

Safety labeling has been attached to the Kluge PFD. These labels identify special safety precautions
and warnings. All safety labels must remain on the Kluge PFD at all times. In situations where
the operator can not read English, the text of the labels must be translated and this translation
must be attached to the Kluge PFD near the existing safety label. It is the sole responsibility of
the purchaser of the equipment to assure that all safety labeling is attached to the machine. Any
safety label that is removed or becomes illegible must be replaced.

Guarding:

Kluge PFD electronics are enclosed with a hinged access door/guard. This guard is designed to protect
the operator from injury and must remain closed at all times. It is the sole responsibility of the purchaser
of the equipment to assure that the Kluge PFD electronics guard is closed and secured during operation.
Mechanical guarding on the Kluge PFD, whether original guarding supplied by Kluge, or guarding
supplied as part of the upgrade, must be installed while the press is in operation.
The Kluge PFD can be purchased to operate with either a 120 volt, or a 208 volt, single phase
electrical power supply. A dedicated ground wire must be used. It is the sole responsibility of the
purchaser of the equipment to assure that the supply voltage meets specifications. Damage due to
improper electrical power supply is not covered under warranty.

Power Supply:
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Kluge PFD Safety

The Kluge PFD uses high torque servo motor drives
operating at high speed. Operator safety training is the
sole responsibility of the management of the company
purchasing the machine.
Guards
All electrical and mechanical guards mounted on the
Kluge PFD upgrade and the Kluge foil draw are essential
to safe operation. The Kluge press, with or without the
PFD upgrade, should never be operated with any guard(s)
removed, open or improperly installed.

Safety Labels
Safety labels are attached to various points on the Kluge
press and the Kluge PFD upgrade. Some labels are attached
within guarded areas while others are mounted externally.
Various labels convey different levels of safety importance.
Words, colors, and graphics on labels identify the level of
warning and type of danger. Operators should understand
these warnings and the significance of the level of warning
highlighted.

Power Supply
The Kluge PFD can be purchased to operate with a 120
volt, or a 208 volt, single phase electrical power supply. A
dedicated ground wire must be used.
Multiple nine pin receptacles are located on the main
Kluge PFD electrical enclosure. Each nine pin receptacle
is marked to identify its function.
Main Electrical Enclosure
The Kluge PFD comes with a plug attached to the
main power cord. Always unplug the Kluge PFD before
removing any guard(s) or before performing any electrical
or mechanical service.
If the Kluge PFD is hard wired in, the electrical breaker
must be “locked out” before removing any guard(s) or
performing any electrical or mechanical service.
Only qualified electronic and electrical technicians
should ever work on any of the electronic or electrical
systems on the Kluge PFD. Unqualified personnel must
not remove any guards or perform any electronic or
electrical service on the Kluge PFD.

Wiring Safety
Electrical wiring must be run between the Kluge PFD
electrical enclosure and various points on the Kluge press.
All wires/cables running between the Kluge PFD
and the press MUST be installed and secured so they are
safe and secure. Wiring must not be positioned where
it can be subjected to pinching, crushing, abrasions,
mechanical stress or high temperatures. Wiring must be
secured and positioned to eliminate the potential of the
operator snagging the wiring during press operation or
maintenance.
All wiring must be run and secured to eliminate any
potential trip hazard around or near the press.
It is the sole responsibility of the purchaser of the
Kluge PFD to insure that any and all appropriate safety
measures are taken when the Kluge PFD is electrically
interfaced to the press.
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• Home Screen

Accessing the Foil 1 and Foil 2 Setup Screens:

Press the “Foil 1” or “Foil 2” button on the “Home” screen will access the “Foil 1” or “Foil 2” Setup screens.
The “Home” screen (shown above) will display current foil draw information for “Foil 1” and/or “Foil 2”.

Indexing the Foil 1 and Foil 2 Draw:

Foil draw 1 or 2 can be advanced by pressing the “Index” button on the “Home” screen.

Pressing the “Index” button will advance the foil one cycle (the foil draw length that has been entered).

Foil 1 and Foil 2 Jog:

Foil draw 1 or 2 can be jogged by pressing the “Jog” button on the “Home” screen.

Pressing the foil “Jog” button will cause the foil to advance a distance which has been set in a password protected screen.
Jog distance can be set between 10" and 50" (in 5" increments) as desired.

Count:

The Programmable Foil Draw is designed to interface with the press so each “on impression” cycle will generate a foil draw
and a count.
As the press is “on impression” when die cutting, the counter will count while die cutting as well as foil stamping.
Count data can be cleared by pressing the “Clear Count” button.
Clearing the count must be confirmed before the count will be cleared.

IPH:

Impressions per hour will be displayed while the press is in operation.

Settings:

The “Settings” button will access the password protected Setting screens.

Settings screens are used to set various parameters which would not normally be changed or adjusted by the operator.

Misc:

Single draw length data will be show on the “Home” screen in the upper, split display to the right of the “Foil 1” and “Foil
2” setup buttons.
If a programmable foil draw pattern is being run, the long foil draw will be shown in the upper split display and the short
foil draw will display in the lower split display.
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Setting and Adjusting Foil 1 and/or Foil 2:

The “Foil 1” and “Foil 2” draw screens are identical and are comprised of several data input elements.

Each foil draw can be turned On or Off using the “On/Off” button at the upper left corner of the screen.

When the “S. Draws” (short draws) display is set on “0”, a single draw length input and display will be visible at the
center left of the screen. The "Long Draw" foil draw can be adjusted as required and the "Long Draw" foil draw speed can
be set to Slow, Medium, or Fast as required.
The number of foil “S. Draws” (short draws) to be programmed is set in the center, single digit display.

When the “S. Draws” display is set on “1” or more, for a multiple foil draw program, a “Short Draw” length input and
display will be visible at the right of the screen.
Note: Changes in the Setup information will automatically be saved when the screen is closed, using the "Close" button.

Programming for a Single (Long) Foil Draw:
Turn the foil draw “On” using the “On/Off” button.

Using the +/- buttons adjust the number of foil “S. Draws” display to “0”.

Using the “Long Draw” display to enter the desire foil draw length. Please note the decimal point when entering data.
“Long Draw” foil draw speed can be adjusted between Slow, Medium and Fast. ”< and >” buttons are used to scroll
between speed settings. “Long Draw” foil speed must be set so the foil advance has been completed before the press
begins to imprint the following impression.
Press “Close” to load the setup data and return to the Home screen.

Foil Draw Speed:

Foil draw speed is only adjustable for the long foil draw. The short foil draw is always set at the “slow” parameters. As a
general rule, foil draw should be as slow and gentle as possible. Foil advance must be completed before the press begins to
imprint the following impression. As a result, as the foil draw length and/or the press speed increases, it may be necessary
to increase foil draw speed. Slow, medium and fast foil draw speed parameters can be adjusted in a password protected
screen, if needed.
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• Setting A Multiple Draw Length Program

Programming for a Multiple Foil Draw:

Using the +/- buttons, adjust the number of foil “S. Draws” display to “1” or higher (maximum 25).
The foil draw display at the right is used to enter the “Short Draw” foil length.

Enter the desired short and long foil draw length data. Please note the decimal point when entering data.

After entering the desired short and long foil draw lengths, press “Close” to enter the data and return to the “Home”
screen.
Note: Measurements are entered in decimal format.

If “3” short draws have been selected, there will be a pattern of three short foil draws, followed by one long foil draw. The
operator must calculate the number of short foil draws, and their length to fit correctly into a multiple foil draw program.
Multiple draw length data will be displayed on the “Home” screen. Short draw length data will be displayed in the lower,
split display to the right of the “Foil 1 Setup” and “Foil 2 Setup” buttons. Long draw length data will be displayed in the
upper, split display to the right of the “Foil 1 Setup” and “Foil 2 Setup” buttons.

This screen is used to "manually" create a long/short foil draw program to minimize foil waste when running formats
with a gap between two foil image areas. An “Auto Setup” function is provided to simplify creating a short/long foil draw
program. To access this function, press the "Auto Setup" button.
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• Auto Setup Screen

Auto Setup for a Long/Short Multiple Foil Draws:

The setup screen above is used to automatically calculate short/long foil draw information.
To use the automatic setup function, operators need to enter two pieces of information.

The "W" information is the height of the foil image area. If the upper and lower foil image heights are not the same, the
larger image height must be entered.
The “L” information is the space between the bottom of the upper foil image and the top of the lower foil image.

Once the “W” and “L” information has been entered, the calculated “Long Draw”, “S. Draws” and “Short Draw” data will
be displayed at the top right of the screen.
“Long Draw” is the length of the single long foil draw that will cycle after a series of short foil draws.
“S. Draws” is the number of short foil draws that will cycle between each long draw.

“Short Draw” is the length of each short foil draw that will cycle between each long draw.

The “Gap” function is used to set a minimum gap between foil imprints with each foil draw. The “Gap” function can also
be used to create a more uniform foil gap between all foil transfers from the foil roll.

By increasing the “Gap”, while observing the “S. Draws” info, operators can incrementally increase the “Gap” until the
"S. Draws" value decreases (fewer short draws) then decrease the "Gap" by one increment (restoring the higher “S. Draw”
number). Optimizing the spacing between imprint transfers on the foil is not required but it can be achieved using the
“Gap” adjustment.
“Gap” can be adjusted from 0.1" to 1.0" in 0.05" increments using the -/+ buttons.

Once the Auto Setup information has been entered, the operator will press “Close” to load the data. The calculated short/
long foil draw information does NOT need to be transferred to another screen manually.
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• Password Protected Features Screen

Password Protected “Features” Screen:

A password protected “Features” screen can be accessed through the “Setting” button on the “Home” screen.

Foil Jog:

Foil Jog length can be adjusted between 10" and 50", in 5" increments. When the “Jog” button is pressed on the “Home”
screen, the foil will be advanced the distance that has been set on the "Features" screen.

Number of Switches:

The programmable foil draw electronics/software have been designed to work with one or two interface switches on the
press. The “Number of Switches” value must be set correctly for the programmable foil draw to function properly.

Motor Direction:

Different press conversions require a different foil draw motor rotation direction. The “Motor Direction” can be changed
as required on this screen.

Calibration Factor:

This window is used to calibrate the actual foil draw to match the foil draw length set in the Foil Draw Setup screen.
Customers will need to contact a THERM-O-TYPE technician for information on how to perform the calibration function.
Note: All settings on the features screen will be displayed on the right half of the screen, when this screen is accessed.
These settings can NOT be changed until a passcode number has been entered.
Note: Software version information will be displayed below the passcode keypad.
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• Password Protected Motor Parameters Screen

Password Protected “Motor Parameters” Screen:

A password protected motor parameter screen can be accessed through the “Settings” button on the “Home” screen.
Pressing the “Motors” button on the “Settings” screen will display the “Motor Parameters” screen.

Note: All current motor parameter settings will be displayed on the right half of the screen, when this screen is accessed.
These settings can NOT be changed until a passcode number has been entered.

Note: Foil Motor Parameters should never be changed without authorization by a qualified THERM-O-TYPE technician.
Note: Software version information will be displayed below the passcode keypad.
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